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 WEEKLY MARKET RECAP | January 3, 2023 

Week in Review 
 
Equity Markets: 
 

The final trading day for 2022 is in and the S&P 500 had a price 
return of -19.4%. After posting two monthly gains in a row, major 
indices ended the final month on a weaker note. The style shift that 
dominated the year held true in December with the Dow ending 
down 4% while the NASDAQ finished down 9%.  
 

After a decade-plus of underperformance, value regained 
substantial ground against growth in 2022. Large-Cap value fell a 
mere 8% compared to its growth counterpart which fell 29%. In a 
year dominated by uncertainty and volatility in both the fixed 
income and equity markets, investors flocked to quality companies 
that entered the year at steep discounts relative to history.  
 

The disparity among sector returns was very noticeable this year. 
The energy sector led the way with a total return of 65%. The 
outperformance was supported by the inflationary environment and 
the unforeseen invasion of Ukraine which disrupted global energy 
supplies. Sectors that were solid anchors in the previous cycle 
faltered. Communication services ended the year down nearly 40% 
with consumer discretionary not far off with a -37% return.  
 

Fixed Income Markets: 
 

Bond yields remained relatively flat for the week. Volume in the 
market was light due to the holiday week. The real story is where 
yields ended the year. The 10-year Treasury yield closed out the year 
at 3.88%. This is well below the intra-year high of 4.25%. Despite the 
compression in the final quarter of the year, the yield jumped 145% 
for the year. The move in yields was historic, and not surprising 
considering the historic rate hiking campaign by the Fed.  
 

Economic: 
 

The Chicago PMI improved in December but remains in contraction 
territory. The index rose to 44.9 which is a large increase from 
November’s reading of 37.2.  The Cash-Shiller Home Price Index 
continued its monthly decline but still has strong annual gains. It is 
important to note the lag in the index, as the most recent release 
was for the month of October. On a monthly basis, the index 
decreased by 0.5% but saw an annual increase of 9.2%.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Looking Ahead 
 
Equity Markets: 
 

We are moving into the new year with a cloud that remains over the 
market. Despite the struggles experienced for investors in 2022, we 
must look forward and evaluate the environment. This may be a new 
year, but the present environment is little changed. The Fed is likely 
to hike a minimum of one more time. Economic growth will still be 
hard to find, and inflation remains present. Long-term investors 
have not historically benefited from waiting until the all-clear signs 
appear. The three points above have historically troughed after the 
stock market begins its recovery.  
 

Cautious optimism could be a good mindset as we move into 2023. 
The Fed has signaled the end is near for rate hikes and inflation has 
cooled significantly. Following a tough year for nearly all asset 
classes, we believe that investors should stay focused on the long 
term.  2022 is in the past and we believe there are value 
opportunities for investors that can withstand the likely volatility in 
the first half of 2023.  
 

Fixed Income Markets: 
 

The volatility in the bond market in 2022 was very significant and 
was the worst year for the Bloomberg Aggregate Bond Index since 
1976, which was the first year of data. The index ended the year 
down 12.5%. Monetary policy was at the core of the bond (and 
equity) market weakness this year. The Fed took rates from 0% to 
over 4% in seven months. This was the swiftest rate of hikes in 
history.  
 

With the Fed indicating a policy shift within the first half of the year, 
we believe it could be a strong set-up for the bond market. Until the 
Fed actually pivots, we could see rates move in the 3.5-4% range, but 
we still believe the 4.25% peak in October will be the ultimate high 
for the current rate cycle.  Bond investors are being rewarded with a 
yield that hasn’t been seen in over a decade, and at the core, the 
security of the principal is a very attractive component of bonds. 
There is still uncertainty regarding the economy and the stock 
market so we believe in a focus on high-quality bonds.   
 

Economic: 
 

ISM and S&P Global will release their reports on the manufacturing 
and services sector. An in-depth look at the labor market is slated to 
report on Wednesday with the JOLTS report, followed by the ADP 
National Employment Report on Thursday.     
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Important Disclosures: 
 
Investment Advisory Services offered through Krilogy®, an SEC Registered Investment Advisor. 
Please review all prospectuses and Krilogy’s Form ADV 2A carefully prior to investing. This is 
neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy the securities described herein. An 
offering is made only by a prospectus to individuals who meet minimum suitability 
requirements. 
 
All expressions of opinion are subject to change. This information is distributed for 
educational purposes only, and it is not to be construed as an offer, solicitation, 
recommendation, or endorsement of any particular security, products, or services. 
 
Diversification does not eliminate the risk of market loss. Investments involve risk and unless 
otherwise stated, are not guaranteed.  Investors should understand the risks involved of 
owning investments, including interest rate risk, credit risk and market risk. Investment risks 
include loss of principal and fluctuating value. There is no guarantee an investing strategy will 
be successful. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are not available 
for direct investment; therefore, their performance does not reflect the expenses associated 
with the management of an actual portfolio. The S&P data is provided by Standard & Poor’s 
Index Services Group. 
 
Services and products offered through Krilogy® are not insured and may lose value. Be 
sure to first consult with a qualified financial advisor and/or tax professional before 
implementing any strategy discussed herein. 


